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Abstract—This short article reports on teachers’ use and perception of digital assessment resources in primary school classroom. A total of eighteen primary school teachers participated in the study where they were asked to experience of using Kahoot and ZipGrade as digital assessment resources. Self-reflection survey was distributed to the teacher participants to capture their attitude and perception about the two applications. Findings revealed that teachers were positive towards the application of two assessment technology in classroom practice. The findings highlighted some factors that encouraged teachers to use Kahoot! and ZipGrade as digital assessment tools including the creation of fun learning environment, practicality, automated scoring and direct feedback. Despite these benefits, two critical challenges were addressed by teachers when incorporating the digital application at school such as the school context as well as teachers.
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1 Introduction

The advancement of information and communication technology for teaching and learning has influenced the way teachers evaluate students’ learning performance. Digital technology for educational assessment enhances assessment capabilities, offering teachers an opportunity “for improvement and diversification in the evaluation of learners, including addressing written communication skills, cooperation, teamwork, and reflective thinking” [1, p. 40]. Alderson [2] also argues that technology enables teachers to address the diversity of learners when undergoing classroom assessment. Moreover, assessment technological tools provide teachers with technical support to create tests, deliver students’ responses to test items, allow automatic scoring and reporting [3].
This study aimed to explore teachers’ perception of incorporating two digital applications for classroom assessment, Kahoot! and ZipGrade. Kahoot! is a free web and android based learning platform, a game-based student response system (GSRS) that combines the game-based learning approach and student response system or SRS [4], [5]. In the context of educational assessment, the combination of a game-based learning approach and SRS has enabled both teachers and students to engage with “game-like pre-made or impromptu quizzes, discussions and surveys” [6, p. 49]. Although many authors have perceived Kahoot! as an online learning platform such as Bicen and Kocakoyun [7], Dellos [6], Graham [8], Plump and LaRosa [4], Zarzycka-Piskorz [9], there is evidence of the incorporation of Kahoot! in classroom assessment practice in the literature, among others Ismail and Mohammad [10], Iwamoto, Hargis, Taitano and Vuong [11] and King [12]. Technically, Kahoot! is regarded as a simple and user-friendly application allowing instructors to use it at their ease [4]. In Kahoot!, teachers play their role as game show hosts and students act as players in a fun game show competing to earn points through answering various questions correctly [5]. Using the application, teachers are enabled to project the questions and alternative answers on a large screen, then students are asked to respond by clicking/pressing the colour and symbol of the correct answer on their own digital device, such as smartphone or tablet. Feedback of students’ answers is displayed between questions. The students’ score is evaluated not only through their correct answers but also by the amount of time they had spent to think of the possible answer and press the button in the application.

The other application, ZipGrade, is a grading application that enables teachers to accelerate the grading process [13]. LeHew [14] suggests that as a digital application, ZipGrade helps teachers scan students’ responses on ZipGrade generated answer sheets using their smartphone or tablet. As students’ responses are appropriately scanned, ZipGrade automatically analyses the responses and imports the result into a digital grade book in the application [15]. Teachers then can obtain the scores with additional details, such as score distribution charts and statistical analysis for each test item.

Despite the benefits offered by the two digital applications as in the literature, our early observation prior to the study had revealed that only few Indonesian teachers in primary education have incorporated such applications to facilitate their classroom assessment. Lack of time, teachers’ insufficient experience, or doubts regarding the scholarly advantages of such application use in the classroom may be contributing factors to teachers’ reluctance to incorporate the applications in classroom practice [4].

2 Method

This current study aimed to explore teachers’ perception of the incorporation of two digital applications for classroom assessment: Kahoot! and ZipGrade. To this end, a total of eighteen primary and secondary school teachers participated in the study and were asked about their experience of using Kahoot! and ZipGrade as digital
assessment resources. Most participants were females (N=15), with few males (N=3) aged between 25 and 45 years old. Participants were designated by number to maintain anonymity (e.g. Teacher 12). Teacher participants were observed to have basic computer competence and internet browsing skills, allowing them to operate several Windows-based applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel and Powerpoint. Teachers were also able to perform online activities such as email correspondence, uploading and downloading files to/from online databases and web browsing, activities which were believed to benefit teachers’ online assessment using Kahoot! and ZipGrade.

2.1 Research procedure

Teacher participants were asked to take part in a one-day workshop on digital assessment methods for classroom practice held by the school. The workshop comprised two sessions, the first of which was a 90-minute seminar to provide teachers with knowledge regarding the nature of educational evaluation, classroom assessment and the role of technology to facilitate teachers’ classroom assessment. The second session was a teacher workshop in which they were introduced to the two digital applications, Kahoot! and ZipGrade. Kahoot was introduced to facilitate online assessment in classroom practice, while the other application was aimed to help teachers with the scoring process in classroom settings. During the second session, teachers were given an opportunity to experience Kahoot! and ZipGrade with both teacher and student roles. After the workshop sessions, teachers were given three weeks to exercise digital assessment using Kahoot! and ZipGrade in classroom practice.

2.2 Data collecting method and analysis

Data were collected using observation and a self-evaluation survey. The researcher observed the workshop of eighteen participants where they practised using Kahoot! and ZipGrade to capture teachers’ perceptions and attitudes towards the use of the applications for classroom assessment. In addition to observation, teacher participants were asked to complete a self-evaluation survey after three weeks of using the digital assessment tools in the classroom. Specifically, teachers were asked to respond to three questions:

- What do you think of Kahoot! and ZipGrade as digital assessment resources in the classroom?
- What benefits do you obtain when using Kahoot! and ZipGrade for classroom assessment?
- What challenges do you encounter when using the two digital assessment tools?

The collected data then were analysed qualitatively.
3 Findings and Discussion

Findings from both observation and self-evaluation survey revealed that teachers were positive towards the incorporation of technology for classroom assessment. Furthermore, teachers thought that Kahoot! and ZipGrade were of benefit to their classroom assessment practices as evidenced by Teacher 2 comment in the survey, “Kahoot! would be beneficial for the daily exams and it promoted the use of gadget for students’ learning”. Teachers considered that these digital assessment tools helped to create a fun learning environment, were practical, and they thought that the automated scoring and direct feedback were positive factors encouraging their application. Teacher 4 said that students were excited to perform tests with Kahoot! She suggested, “children were conditioned as they were playing a fun game instead of learning”. Furthermore, Teacher 1 and 2 mentioned the practicality aspects of the applications. Kahoot! and ZipGrade were considered easy to use, with icon menus and functions helpful in guiding navigation of the application.

In addition, teachers affirmed that they allowed automatic scoring, providing students with direct feedback, which benefited teachers by speeding up their scoring, particularly for those teaching parallel classes at school (Teacher 1). Teacher 2 also commented that “ZipGrade application would help [her] in correcting students’ exam”. Such benefits have also been reported in Llamas-Nistal et al. [3].

Despite teachers’ positive perception of assessment technology, the findings revealed several challenges that teachers encountered when using Kahoot! and ZipGrade, such as school infrastructure, school policy, assessment types, teachers’ lack of knowledge and inappropriate scanning results. Some teachers felt that internet access was not reliable to support the use of Kahoot! and ZipGrade for classroom assessment. Teacher 3 affirmed that she was not using the two assessment tools frequently due to unreliable internet connection. She said that the poor internet connection had resulted errors in Kahoot!, thus had prevented her from using the application.

In addition, teachers mentioned that the incorporation of Kahoot! and ZipGrade in classroom assessment practice was restricted by school policy on smartphones. For many schools in Indonesia, the policy regarding whether smartphones are allowed to be used in the classroom varied and there has been dispute among teachers themselves. In the current study, teachers said that the school administration had restricted students bringing smartphones to school, so teachers did not use Kahoot! particularly in the primary school classroom setting. Teacher 1 wrote in her reflection:

“I felt that Kahoot! benefited me in ‘ice breaking’ session. Using Kahoot was fun and students enjoyed it. But, it was rather difficult to use Kahoot! so frequent. [it was because] students were restricted to bring smartphone to school. I had to obtain administrator’s permission [if I want] to use Kahoot!”

Other challenges relevant to school policy concerned the answer sheet format. As discussed earlier, the ZipGrade application generated a formatted answer sheet to allow the application to scan students’ responses [13]. Unfortunately, the school administration had assigned teachers to use pre-prepared school answer sheets. Teacher 2 emphasised that “we have not yet agreed on the model for school answer sheet and whether or now we can use Kahoot! model of answer sheet”.

http://www.i-jim.org
Teachers’ reluctance to use Kahoot! was also driven by teachers’ lack of knowledge related to the application. For instance, Teacher 14 mentioned her ignorance of using Arabic in Kahoot! had prevented her from not using the application for classroom assessment. However, according to the Kahoot! website, this application allows multiple languages (see Figure 1).

![Language support in Kahoot!](https://create.kahoot.it/create#/new/quiz/description)

In addition, teachers encountered inappropriate scanning results in ZipGrade! Four teachers reported that ZipGrade did not appropriately scan students’ answers, resulting in some test items not being correctly scored. Teacher 6, for example, reported that she found some items were not scanned by ZipGrade: “when I did manual scoring, students’ score was different from in ZipGrade’s grade book”. A similar situation was experienced by Teacher 16, assuming that “I was thinking if pauses in the scanning process may affect the ability of ZipGrade in producing correct scan”. This is a critical issue for the ZipGrade developer to address in their further version development.

The challenges that teachers have experienced during the incorporation of assessment technology were interesting, though not surprising. Discussion on teachers’ challenges in incorporating information and communication technology abound in the literature [16]–[19]. A literature review by Groff and Mauza [17] summarised several factors that affect the incorporation of technology in classroom contexts, two of which include school context and teacher factor. As the current study found, the school context, such as school culture, lack of support and resources, discouraged teachers from
integrating technology in classroom instruction practice. Teachers also reflected that they had insufficient knowledge and competence to use technology, with school administrators not responding to such a situation, neglecting to provide teachers with technological support and responses. Moreover, teachers felt they were restricted to obtain equitable access to classroom technology or other school resources. Without full support from school administrators, teachers will achieve little success in incorporating classroom technology in their instructional practices [17], [19], [20].

4 Conclusion

The current study evaluated teachers’ perceptions of the incorporation of two digital applications for classroom assessment: Kahoot! and ZipGrade, finding that teachers had a positive attitude and perception of the use of Kahoot! and ZipGrade in classroom practice. Teachers perceived that these applications benefited them in the creation of a fun and enjoyable learning environment, enabling automatic scoring and direct feedback. Nonetheless, the issue of the school culture related to the use of smartphones in the classroom as well as little technological support and resources needs to be addressed for successful implementation of such applications, as these issues may constrain teachers from achieving the success in the use of technology for assessment activity in the classroom context.
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